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Brief Annual Report for 2017
During 2017, ELETO’s boards [Administrative board of ELETO (DS) and General Scientific Board
(GESY)] had 19 meetings either, in which they examined various terminology matters. Specifically,
GESY studied, validated and approved a large number of Greek terms or Greek equivalents of
English terms, subsequently published in ELETO’s newsletter “Orogramma”(issues No 142 to No
147) and inserted in the English-Greek Glossary of Terms "Terms on Fora"(15th edition).
ELETO continued cooperating with Termnet according to the ELETO–TermNet Memorandum of
Understading signed in 2013, offering terminology terms from its TERMTERM termbase to the TermTerm
termbase the latter initiated by the “TermTerm consortium”. Besides TERMTERM, ELETO continued
updating the terminological resources on its website and offering terms from two other termbases,
TELETERM (telecommunications) and INFORTERM (information technology) as well as various glossaries.
On 9–11 November 2017, ELETO with seven other coorganizers (including three universities) organized the
th
11 Conference ―Hellenic Language and Terminology‖ held in Athens; 32 papers were presented in the
conference, which was attended by 118 conferees.
As the most active institutional member of the Hellenic Network for Terminology (EDO), ELETO continued
participating in the 5 terminology wikis working on: chemistry, economics, technology, natural resources, and
law–society.
ELETO’s collective members’ activities within 2017:
– MOTO (Permanent Group for Telecommunication Terminology) had 18 meetings in which it examined
and validated 722 trilingual entries to be inserted in TELETERM termbase.
– ELOT/TC 48/WG1 (Information technology terminology) had 5 meetings in which it completed the
preparation of the Hellenic Standard ELOT 996-31 equivalent to ISO/IEC 2382-31 Information
technology — Vocabulary – Part 31: Artificial intelligence - Machine learning.
– ELOT/TC 21 (Terminology – Language resources) completed the preparation of the Hellenic Standard
ELOT 1455.Greek initialisms and acronyms formation.
– Terminology Group of EKDDA (Public administration terminology) enriched the bilingual (Greek–French)
glossary of terms in the field of European and international tourism, by adding the English equivalents.
Publications:
Newsletter Orogramma (2017 issues: 142–147), and Orogramma Volume, edition 7 including issues
1-141), all free on the Internet
Electronic edition: Philatelic Terminology, by D. Panagiotakos (free on the Internet).
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